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About This Game

Retro Platformer Flare
JumpJet Rex features beautiful hand-drawn 16-bit graphics and classic chiptune music that transfers dino lovers back to the 2-D

glory days of the early 90’s.

Secrets and Collectibles
With dozens of items stashed across the Galaxy, and many secret areas to discover, JumpJet Rex offers plenty to do for the

treasure hunters in the house!

Replayability
With a time challenge twist, players can replay every level multiple times to prove their platforming prowess. Download ghosts

to race against the best players in the world, or compete directly with your friends to see who can post the best times!

Killer Old School Gameplay
Remember when platformers were so tough that people would hurt their hands playing, but feel amazing after getting past a

level? Relive those moments with JumpJet Rex’s strenuous platforming challenges and retro boss battles.

Co-op Mode
Saving all of dinokind from a giant asteroid barreling down on Earth is a pretty tall task for a T-Rex with tiny arms, so players

can team up with a friend to take on challenges. Teammates must coordinate efforts in order to avoid mass obliteration.
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Customization and Upgrades
No two T-Rex’s are alike and fans will be able to customize their character and upgrade their appearance with the loot they

collect on their travels.
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Title: JumpJet Rex
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing
Developer:
TreeFortress Games
Publisher:
TreeFortress Games
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2015
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English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Nearly 5 years into Early Access development with what appears to be either development hell or abandonment since July 2018,
this is not worth your money unless you'd like to see some concepts from the game and break them down as game mechanics to
study.. I played 2 multiplayer games and I literally felt like i was playing a different version of Vermintide. Super repetitive, gets
boring fast. Getting my refund.. Barely OK, easy, but awkward controls. Takes about an hour to play 50 simple levels. Then you
can just try to get 3-stars on each level, and grind to purchase other helicopters (the default one is fine). A few problems: (1)
The controls are awkward. You only have right & left which make you go up-right or up-left and it automatically descends in
the last direction when not going up & right/left. You might be able to use down to decelerate down-left/right faster, but is
unecessary. (2) Your star rating seems based in time, which includes your partner, not how many guys you rescued more than
the bot, but you still have to rescue more than the bot to proceed, and if the bot takes a while your rating is hurt. Still, I ended up
with 1-3 stars per level on first try, better if the bot crashed because it stops the time immediately if waiting for him. It is partly
cooperative, pertly competitive which is odd. (3) I don't see any point to buying other helicopters. It is so wonky as it is that I
can't imagine controlling it if it were faster. It was really ackward at first, but rather OK later. I was happy to reach level 50 and
be done, but wasn't bad by then.

I was hoping it would be similar to Space Taxi (C64), but it plays nothing like it. I wouldn't recommend this to anyone, but it is
tolerable if you really wanted it.. This is pretty good mix of Arcade-Shooter-RTS with naval inspired content.
Where you can find

Adequate Stone-Scissor-Paper Scheme with different but still useful ships* in variety of circumstances.

Completely destructible ship scheme from AA defence to Breach hull. You could cripple ship and draw fire on another
opponent or mix your tactics as you wish. But actually this have much more sense on larger ships.

Shooter game like WoT (or most probably WoW) but still without MP.

Strategy where experience of ships commanders are essential for AI reaction.

Historical battles are really challenges and go for it if you wish some difficulties to overcome.

Free roaming campaign where nobody will lead you by the hand.

But where you can not find

Multiplayer

Comprehensive simulation of the naval battle line like Jutland from Storm Eagle Studios

*Torpedo boat are almost invulnerable for main artillery weapon of all ships due to its size and speed but easy to kill by
conventional machine guns from short distance.
Destroyers are indispensable class against sub due to specific weaponry and good speed and maneuvering.
Corvette are the best against sub (hedgehog weapon allow attack subs even in front) - you could entrust it AI to overcome
submarines.
Cruisers fleet much more versatile in terms of armor-speed-weaponry and equally bad in all compared to all other classes.
Battlecruiser could be carrier killer due perfect speed and range but costly almost as some of Battleships which are really ships
you need to fear especially if you still have not air carriers. Carriers are "sea artillery": it's unpunished sea killer but you can still
find counter measures. And if you lack of on-water power - you can catch opponent by subs.. I just can't understand you who
rate the game a thumb up. The game is only about shooting a ball from either corner from the square to hit a green edge, with
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terrible sound effects and, if you want, infinite looping BGM. I bet a script can do a better job than mine. There's little fun
scoring and since I have only 3 chances to fall, any life lose will be very harmful. I don't think I will ever open the game again,
even if the ''game'' reloaded with bikini girls whose cloth will be strip off per 100 score (Which is a good idea to improve your
game, developers.).

Nice music, BTW. You should make it a OST DLC at $1.. Having it hard to control the fangirling moment when I saw a picture
Rinka, Miharu, and Mao together (it's not in the game). Update mid-March 2019:
The late February 2019 update addressed some of the complaints raised by other reviewers. Now you can save and there\u2019s
a tutorial. My original concern of the game not receiving updates was also dampened a bit.
In this version, 1.0.1, saving is possible and the speed buttons work. But maximum speed is about an ingame day per second.
Having to wait 40 minutes from starting the game to you can really do something is boring, especially when you can't have the
game running in the background. "oh sure, I wasn't going to use my PC anyway" \ud83d\ude44. Also it doesn\u2019t seem like
you can build additional NPPs. You can technically build the next NPP, and you can do it almost immediately. But maintenance
costs far exceed the income, so building a second NPP will drain your account until it\u2019s game over. Either give us an
economy guide or make income and costs more closely match.
It would be nice knowing the maintenance costs of the various buildings, and perhaps be able to have an NPP running under
light load without all the buildings.

The updates by the devs seems to focus on specific components of an NPP. While that is all fine and dandy, it doesn\u2019t
make the game mechanics work.

Question for the devteam:
  * Why do you need to pause the game, when the window loses focus?
  * Why is there a graphics setting? The game doesn't run any slower at ultra than at the lowest setting, and I'm on a i5-7200 with
the embedded intel GPU.

Original Review mid-February 2019:
tl;dr
Game is not finished, and probably never will be.

I know this is early access and the devs can update the game, I knew all this before purchasing, but I thought maybe some sales
could motivate the devs to update the game. I've now had a look at the other titles by this dev and it would seem, based on
reviews on the other titles, that releasing unfinished alpha stage games and then moving on is standard operating procedure for
playloft. Too bad, because this game really has potential.
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This really delivers an amazing co-op experience... Easy to pick up while it gets more and more challenging throughout the
story, and unbelievably hard towards the end. Bring at least two people, two gamepads and a huge screen. Definitely worth a
try!. This is not a very good game, but only paid a buck so i guess i got my monies worth. Im okay with the graphics, but man
the small screen is soooo small. Just not fun to play.. What a fun little game! Beautiful, colourful, a bit silly and well-designed.
Nuanced and detailed enough to be interesting, user-friendly and easy enough not to be a frustrating first-time experience. I'd
certainly recommend it to any first-time players of city-builder type games.

My only complaint is that it is too short! There is A, one, SINGLULAR map to play, afterwhich your only option is to change
your username and replay the exact same map again. The estimated "12 hours of gameplay" I read in the game's overview is
pretty padded. I've played it through twice in just over 9 hours. For the $5 I spent though? Completely worth it!

I would be delighted to hear if this company planed to release a larger, multi-episodic expansion or sequel to this game, and treat
this short-short version like a beta test. I'd be quite willing to pay more money for a bigger version of this game.. Creepy as
♥♥♥♥.

Also doubles as an excellent prank if you have someone lay down to "try this new game". Remember that feeling when you
slammed the floppy into the old commidore and played this game late at night. The feeling of both determination and fear
wrapped in your child mind?

That feeling caused me to buy this game, unfotunatly it was just a memory.
Otherwise this game is complete tripe.. The official anti-social DLC pack. If you use these items, you never have to put any
effort into your friendships, everyone just loves you no matter how much you neglect them. I need some of these for my IRL
friendships tbh. I love this game, flyin around, bouncing off things, unlocking other things, its so satisfying.
The graphics for this game are gorgeous and the music is incredible, all the sounds fit really well. I'm looking forward to more
levels and challenges.
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